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we were not very a very ew to go back to Washington, but 
I forget for what reason. That was the beginning. I had to deal with him coming and going and he was the one 
connected with the White House. A lot ofthis was being nm by the National Security Council. It was not my 
experience of how an embassy nonnally functions and how the structure functions. 

Nonnally, it functions through the embassy reporting to the Departtnent of State which interfaces with the other 
components of Washington. In this case, because of the situation, the National Security Council was meeting 
basically every day about Mghanistan. Lots ofthings were being done directly by the White House and the National 

Council and Khalilzad wa5 their envoy. It didn't create serious problems, (b)(3), (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

got 

case was a was one and 
1ere was so on was a very dynamic situation, it kept changing. It was new. This is not the 

ordinary experience that people had There was a lot of ad hoc'ism and constantly trying to play catch up through 
the Washington within the e1 and the situation on the YounPPded hvo therP 
and as you can see, 
-· They had a I1Un1ber of ambassadors was just a very unique situation and you 
~lave a different setup to deal with it. There was an Assistant Secretary that dealt with the rt1fugee 
population. Dill Taylor was there doing assistance work. I am not sure if he was ru1 ambassador yet. Other people 
came and went on a kind of ad hoc basis. 

• : : (b)(3), (b)(6), (b)(?)(C) 

able to start getting more people in but it was predicated on the number of beds. There was always a line of people 
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bed then people came. (b)(3), (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 
The locals were cooking up goo on the staircase and it was 

etter we got cafeteria where they had this American military ideas of what you 
might want to eat. It was all very heavy and like expanded MRE stuff. I much preferred the local food. 

We never lost the embassy compound, the Tali ban did a run through just before we took over in Kabul. They 
knocked in the doors and trashed things up, which provided a good photo op. The building was still there and had 
been maintained by the local employees during all those years. The same people were there who ~ent through 
some rough times. For a number of years, we were coming up from Peshawar to pay them, but I think that stopped. 
So we had this building and I actually have photos of w hat it looked like in those early days. 

Security Environment 

We had these Marines and it was a real security situation. We had guys with guns on the roof and barbed wire. We 
only had one real security incident. We did have a number of alarms and things because people were shooting 
rockets, which you may have heard about. They would go at twilight to the outskirts of Kabul and they would have 
these kind of high school science project rockets that they would aim in our direction. They hardly ever hit 
anything. They never hit us, but did hit the NATO compound down the street and s tarted a fire. We made use of 
our bunkers for that. In 2003, there was a real security incident, and unfortunately it was a predictable one ... 

we had the guards from one of the warlords across the street- I think they were Fahim's people 
the very beginning to get them out of there. These guys were drunk and drugged. One day they 

started menacing our guys and pointing their guns at us. Our guys told them to stop and it develo into a fi 
and several of their killed. We were there and it was kind of a movie thi 

was 
u was ogetic as our thing and I 
told them that. This took place in early spring, maybe March. I remember it was not really that hot out that would 
be my guess. You can go ogle it as it was in the news. So that was the only incident we had on my watch. They did 
later have attacks and things, but at the time I was there, things actually looked like they were getting better. When 
I left in August of 2003, I thought that Taliban would be around, but basically would be nuisance bandits up in the 
mountains. 

Rebuilding the Government 

What we have to do is create a situation in which Afghanistan can maintain itself. That was my theme. Before I 
went out, I asked what we needed to do in order to stabilize? the country now that we are here. I said that for us to 
be able to do that that Afghans have to be able to feed themselves, protect themselves and govern themselves. That 
is what I tried to help them do, but that was a time when Washington was saying that we were no doing 
reconstruction. They did not intend to do that and I did not fight with them being a good diplomat. I just kept 
slowly pushing in the direction that I thought was correct, which was that we did have to do reconstruction. I tried 
very hard when I was there, unsuccessfully, to get civil service reforms. So before I went out, I had these three 
goals. So I tried very hard to meet with Arsala who was the vice president at that time and who was in charge of 
civil service reform and I tried to get them to do civil service reform. My suggestion, which was never acted upon, 
was to get the Indians and Pakistanis, both of whom have highly trained bureaucracies leaving aside the corruption 
and everything else we know that is wrong with them. They do have a system that is in the culture which Afghans 
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ca n understand. I wanted them to setup a civil service academy to train people. I thought it would be good for the 
Afghans learn this and it would be good to make the Indians and Pakistanis cooperate on a project. 

It didn't go anywhere for many reasons. First, the Indians and Pakistanis didn't want to be at that tea party. Many 
people didn't understand the concept. I mean, "let's have bureaucrats" is not a rallying cry that everyone will shout 
hurrah to. There was a lot of subconscious resistance, because at this time all of the ministries were fiefdoms of 
various leaders. You can call them warlords if you want or allies if you want, depending how the wind is blowing 
that day. When you walked into a government ministry then, if you knew your ethnic groups, you could know what 
ethnic group the minis ter was from based on who s taffed it. They didn't want to give that up. On the local level, 
everything had been devolved. It is the same problems we have today. It was devolved to the local commanders 
because of a lack of governmental infrastructure. That is a source of many of the problems that we have today. We 
are going back to it now with the attacks in Kunduz. The government is saying they are going to rearm the local 
militias. We have been down this road before. 

Devel o pin~ Afghanistan 

I think this is a problem wider than Afghanistan. just look next door in Kyrgyzstan, we found a relative of the 
president and gave him the contract for the fuel at our base. A lot of problems erupted from that and we do this 
over and over again in different countries. I understand the need to these on board and I understand 
the need not to the situation or to fo ld them into somethi 

happened in ce. aristocracy, as situation ped, changed and become a filled w ith factories and 
mills. Germany went the same way. We didn't do that [in Afghanistan]. 

As far as oil and gas went, I tried to get a comprehensive survey. ! think it was not until 2008 when the [US 
Geological Service] came out to survey the mineral wealth of Afghanistan. There was talk about this effort even 
before I went out. We were slow on this uptick. That is part of the problem with things run out of the National 
Security Council. They were looking at different things. They weren't looking at building an economy. One of the 
reasons I wanted to rebuild the civil service is that during initial dealings with people in the bureaucracy at various 
levels, that not surpr isingly, they had all been trained in a command eco nomy. ! was even tho I didn't 
know it at the time that I to to the former Soviet Union. I never wanted to 

(b)(3), (b)(6), (b)(?)(C) So, 
when I went to Afghanistan I saw a lot of things that I would not have known before. One of the things was that the 
bureaucracy had been trained to think in a particular way. We are all the victims of our schools. I went to catholic 
school and I w ill never be able to escape it. That is just the way it is. These people went to the communist school. 
They realized this in Kazakhstan and they started sending hundreds if not thousands of kids every year to the west 
to go to university. They thought that if they want to be a modern country and play the game with everybody else, 
we had to be able to think the w ay they do. They started thinking in another way. Whereas in Afghanistan they 
conviction, so they were doing what they thought was good. One of those things was not capitalism. The concept to 
people in the government is that the government is w ise and good and will help everyone. If you allow capitalism, 
these private companies would come in and make profit. The profit would be distributed to everyone. The idea was 
that they would pay really good salaries to people and there would be restaurants and people would buy houses. 
All this would be a downfall from capitalism and that was not something they could compute because it was not a 
part of their experience. That was a problem and still is a problem for people trying to do business there. They are 
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having serious problems with dealing with the bureaucracy. They didn't make that ideological change or the way 
the bureaucrats think. 

I was there fairly briefly and it was fairly early on. Later on. Khalilzad brought in advisors from many of the 
ministries. I don't know how that worked out and it is something that can be good or bad In one way, you can say 
this is what the Russians did. They had all these people telling them what to do. The emphasis was on the military, 
it was not on developing the economy.As I said Washington was saying that we were not doing state building. We 
did get them to rebuild the road, but that was something Karzai and I pushed I said, before I went out. this is a 
cmmtry where most of the people are illiterate, what do you do? I said you do something big that they can see and 
touch. I said how about the road from Kabul to Kandahar. We built that in near best time and it was a symbol of 
modernization. I said let's do that again. Karzai had been pushing that independently and it got Washington's 
attention. So they built the road Problematic now but for a while it was ftmctioning before the security situation 
deteriorated It made a huge difference. Instead ofit taking two days to get to Kandahar, you could go in four or five 
hours. So if you are transporting goods and all the obyious mechanisms, these [roads] are the kind of things that 
you need. I could not say it was our overall policy. You know the nmnber of civilians only got over 1,000 in 2011 
when at a time when we had 165,000 soldiers there. You can stop right thtlre and say we see what the picture is. At 
that time, there were a lot of security incidents. 

In 2002 to 2003, there weren't very many security problems. We could have been au.:u-..nwh.ora 

have were able to There were constant alanns 
not up h 

on. were every see what the [security) situation is because 
you have to get your work done. To my belief, you can't get your work done if you are just sitting at your computer 
at the embassy. You might as well be back in Washington. 

Military Cooperation 

There were two sides to this [regarding the varying degree of capacity within agencies to monitor and implement 
programs]. The one is monetary.lf you look at the overall amountofmoneyspentin Afghanistan, you see a 
tiny percentage ofit went to help the people of the country.lt almost all went to the military and even most 
ofthat moneywentforlocal militia and Theo is that the mil 
an~lepenl~erttoftbeemtba!;sv. 

pro wasa ora was 
General Eikenberry at that time in the embassy and he was negotiating with Fahim about 

building a nal army.As far as the fighting was concerned, that was all out ofBagram and run 
independently. We were informed, more than coordinated with. This all changed. I think that it was good that 
this was rectified They brought the generals down to Kabul and it was much closer coordination between the 
embassy and military. That was a lesson that was learned. 

In tenus of fmtding, the overall amount was very small. There is a separate problem of Washington and how 
Washington functions. This is again, not only Mghanistan, this is tn1e everywher£'. The way the government 
works is that youaskformoneyfor the embassyandyouhave to producejustificationsandsubmitit Then 
in the fall the budgetcomesoutand itgoestoCongresstoa approve it or not lftheydoapproveit, then 
they allot the money and it comesoutnextyear.So by the time yo it is a year later. 
Washington allotted $500 million to Afghanistan, but by the time just a couple of months 
later it had been upped to $1 billion. It was clear that was not going so we asked for another 
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The implications for programming is that by the time the money gets there, you will already need more 
than that The priorities ofWashington and the programs may change in the meanwhile with the snake pit 
that Washington is. Everyone is fighting for their own programs and priorities. The people who designed 
the initial programs may no longer be in place. This is another problem of Iraq and future situations like this. 
You had this rapid turnover of people. The same thing was true of the military. There is a wonderful documentary 
that might have seen that was about people, who over three or foUt·years, would visit a village. They would see that 
they were each learning from the beginning. The new people would be given notes and told to do a job. They would 
ask which way is north. The same thing was true in the embassy. You had these talented and dedicated people 
coming but they were only there fora short time. 

The programs did not necessarily go away but the parameters of the program may change or the requirements 
could be different. Or there may not be sufficient money by that time. Is there a government program that does not 
go over cost? So you might design it for $100 million and then you realize that you actually need is $200 million, so 
you ask for the other $100 million. By the time the money comes, you need $300 million or you decided that the 
program wasn't any good -like the schools program. They built all the schools and didn't think about getting 
teachers for the schools! So you have all of these problems. These are structural problems about how our 
government works, but just exaggerated in a high profile location like Afghanistan. 

When I came in, the people [Afghans] there were people who didn't have experience in government. They didn't 
know what they were doing. They were new at their job. We were the fairy godmother and just came and gave 
them all this stuff. We gave them laptops! There were some people who were not ignorant, but just new to their 
jobs, that thought this [idea of just giving them a lot of stuff] was bad. Everyone always wanted more. To a large 
extent, at that time, they took what We tried to how it e U.S. b cleand the 
bureauc worked. Later o 

you can rna a case s 
complaints too. Again, this is a situation that occurs in other Look at Iraq and the screw-up there. We just 
disbanded the army. Did we ask the Iraqis about that? I don't think so. This can happen anywhere and then there is 
the pushback. When I was in Azerbaijan, I opened the embassy and there was a free election. There was a 
government of thinking people, who were mostly professors. They immediately started ordering limousines and 
getting lavish offices. Everyone said, of course, it is human nature. 

DDRand Corruption 

None of them wanted to give up their perch or their arms for the v 
to fall art That had several times before. 

Basically, he said that may nee one expected 
were going to e up r arms were going to turn in all their arms. That was the situation in 
Afghanistan and it still is the situation in Afghanistan. They had 30 years of civil war behind them. They were 
not about to turn everything in because the Americans said that this would be a good idea. They were not 
about to give up what power they had because there was no guarantee that that better day was going to be. 
They were willing to work it out, butsomemorethan others. They were wea1y and still are wemy. l saw in the 
news yesterday that Dostum went up to his area to organize the troops. 

They flip flopped and they all have changed back and forth. They will still do that again and through all of the years, 
everybody was always talking to everybody. That is the nature of Afghan society. Allegiances are tribal and you 
have to look back in history to see what Europe was like hundreds of years ago. There were feudal lords and they 
were protecting the people they were exploiting who didn't have anybody else. They betrayed one another and 
allegiances were constantly shifting. If you look at the fights between the Ottoman Empire and the Austrians, you 
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will sec that there were Muslims on both sides and Christians on both sides. This is the way the world was and this 
is the way the world still is in Afghanistan. Look at WWII. Germany and Russia were allies until they weren't. 

No, (I did not have to grapple with the issue of the black markets and corruption around DDR].It was just 
beginning when I was there. It was not in full operation at the time. That kind of leakage is something that happens 
in every situation. In a world where you don't know what tomorrow is going to bring, you get everything you can 
for you and yours today. That is true in any country.! don't know if we have learned this lesson [on the leakage of 
weapons]. !tis shocking to know that they didn't know the [serial] numbers of guns they gave out. It was not like 
the numbers were added on later, they came from the factory with numbers on them. We you gave them out, you 
should keep track of them. Of course, an ancillary problem is giving them to people who are illiterate who can't 
read or write. So if people are illiterate you can't keep track of the things. Not everyone was illiterate. I agree with 
you [that illiteracy was a straw man argument and that the officer corps, which was largely trained in Moscow, was 
quite capable]. 

When you are power, you are expected to take care of your own and feather your nest for the time when you are 
not in power. As far as what we call corruption, yes, it is corruption. Someone in their system who is in charge of 
something, either , is supposed to be providing for all of their people all of the time. They come 
to him because the sister-in-law needs an operation, or want a new car, or want electricity in their house. He is also 
supposed to provide these things in return for their loyalty. That is part of the deal. That is not just 
Afghanistan .... Tammany Hall. It works in this country too. You take care of yourowliTFt is our government so 
dysfunctional? It is because we have everyone in Congress taking care of their own. · was very much like 
Richard Daley in Chicago. The problem was that he didn't do the other part, which Daley did, ofbuilding up the 
infrastructure and making the city work.[i)lfJRP! a little co

1
ii§f:j is nota bad thing but you 

have to be functional. That was the part at dido t appen ecause he ' • didn't have any experience 
in being functional. Very few people in the government did, they were appointed to their positions because 
they were on the rightside and they had he! ped overthrow the Tali ban. There were not that many people 
who could function. Ghani was one [who could function]. There were effective people there but a lot of the people 
were not. They did not know how to do those things so they fell back to the bureaucracy that they had which was 
trained in the communist system. 

Personnel and Incentives 

No, I don't know what the danger pay was there. I forget what money we 
were getting. There were people getting various allowances. Anyhow, I how was there and in this kind of situation, 
since I had been in other situations like it before, the first people don't care if they get danger pay. 

and it was a similar thing. They just wanted to go there, do that, and be a part it. It was 
exciting. I mean everything is included in there. It was a time of war in 2001. You don't ask if you will get 
an air conditioner in both rooms or only in one room. For the time that I was there, the people who came were 
entirely dedicated. They just took what they got. Then later on, and this is typical in these situations, people say, 
ask about how much space there will be in the trailer. 

I don't recall it [military remuneration compared to civilians] being an issue. Soldiers were here in the embassy 
and didn't have to pay income tax, because they were here in the battle. We had to as civilians but I didn't hear any 
complaints but everyone was aware of it The State Department is always the little row boat in the ocean with all 
the big battleships. We kind of never catch a fair deal on these things. 

PRTs 

They were established [in 2003]. BY the time I left there were about four teams, but only maybe one American 
team. I think there was one British, German, and Italian one. This was something that the military did, that I didn't 
get a vote on. I think that they could be useful, it was the Fort Apache [the 1948 movie] aspect of it. They were 
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sold as being multifaceted and they would be there to establish a psychological area of security. Within 
that platform then other people could do their jobs. Whathappened a number of times was that people 
come out to do voter registrations or something like that, but then there would be a security issue in the 
area so they could not be supported to do things. They ended up justsitting in the compound while the 
soldiers went and did the security thing. Whenever you have something that is multi-use like that, there is 
always a set of priorities that people have. Naturally, for military people, the primary concern is security. I 
do think they did some good, but again, they were only just beginning when I was there. I knew some people w ho 
were in them later that I worked with in other places. The idea was that perhaps they would evolve into something 
other, something more civilian administrated. 

[The PRTs were commanded by civilians in Iraq and the military in Afghanistan,] maybe that was a lesson learned. 
Again, I don't know because I was not involved in Iraq, but maybe that was it. At least one of the other teams, I 
think it was a British team that was led by a civilian. They may have thought about the lessons I just delineated and 
maybe they just thought it was better to have a civilian in charge or someone who is perceived ofbeing above the 
fray of the competition of resources. The civilians always come in and say, no, w e have to go out and register voters 
and it doesn't matter if they are fi ghting on the other side of the hill. The military would say, we have to take care of 
this and make the area security. The doctors may say, we need to go to the v illage to treat TB, but everyo ne has TB. 
With Lakhdar Brahimi, would go and try to bring all the players together. You need someone like that. 

International Cooperation 

A part of the problem is that their mandate was weak. It is also how these things are structured. The U.N. 
does not typically have a mandate to tell people whatto do. They have a mandate to ask people to do things 
and that creates problems. Lakhdar Brahimi was an extremely talented person and he was able to make many 
people do things. The fact is that each nation approaches a problem in a different way and succeeds and fails in 
different ways. That includes us. We all have our different approaches. For example, the Germans were given the 
mandate for training the police. The German idea was to setup a police academy and they would train, over 2 or 4 
four years, 400 people to be German police officers. Well, that is great, but Afghanistan needs 10,000 police 
officers, yesterday. This went around for a long time and you can't step on the German's toes. Finally we worked 
out a deal, after I was gone, where the Germans would continue to tra in police officers, but the Americans would 
train some policemen. It was different can of worms because it was sending out illiterate people who will then turn 
corrupt. 

The Italians were given the mandate for reforming the legal structures and the court system. They had no idea 
what was involved and that it would involve a wholesale rebuild of theM oflnterior. had to build 
police stations and holding places. 
and that would solve the problem. attorneys to 

We dealt with the militaries and all of their warlords because this is w hat we typically did, as in going to find these 
strongmen that will be our buddies. So that is a problem. Eve1y nation had a problem and the U.N. didn't have the 
power to order people to do anything. The only case I know where they did was in Croatia, in eastern Slovenia 
when that part came back into Croatia. General Klein was given the mandate; he was made little dictator for a year. 
He set up his own radio station and he could do anything he wanted. He made it work because he had a very strong 
mandate and that was very unusual. 

BriefTour 

(b)(3), (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 
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(b)(3), (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) Then I think that he was 
in Afghanistan for about 2 years, which was short too. Anyhow, a few months one way or another don't matter that 
much. In Iraq, they also had people there for much shorter period of times and there are good reasons for that. It is 
extremely stressful and policies are changing in Washington all the time. 

Lessons Learned 

• Don't let the National Security Council run the show. Don't let the military run the show. When [Secretary of 
State] Clinton came in, she said that we are going use all the levers of the governmentto manage our re lations 
with the world.! said, well good luck madam. lt didn't happen because the others are too strong. The Turks 
have a saying that all five fingers are notthe same. Part of the problem in international relations is that we have 

not been using all of ourfingers. While I was in Afghanistan, it seemed to be going well. The decisions were 
being made in Washington, but I was on the ground running the day-to-day. The decisions were driven by war. 
In anotherembassy thatwould have been different. 

• Take a long perspective. This is a systemic problem of our government. We can't think beyond the next election. 
When we wentto Afghanistan everybody was talking about a year or two, and I said to them that we would be 
lucky if we were out of here in 20 years. 

• look at the problem holistically. We treated the problem mainly as a military problem, withoutthinkingabout 

what it means afterwards. We still have this problem today in Afghanistan. How does Afghanistan survive? How 
does Afghanistan payforitself?This would have meant developing the resources that they have and getting the 
geological survey out in 2004 instead of 2008 and then doing some investment instead of letting the Chinese 
have the world's largestcoppermine (which they couldn't do either because of security).lt involves a larger 

commitment than we are mentally able to make. 

Regional Resources Development 

People were not concentrating on it [mineral resource development]. We didn't have the resources to want to do 
this. There was one American that worked for a private company that wanted to open a mine in the north. 
However, you run into multiple barriers including: indifference, lack of understanding on the part of the people 
who are holding power in Kabul, and the endemic corruption (which make it almost impossible to do anything 
because everyone wants a share). Plus, the lack of will and intent in Washington. We didn't agree with American 
businessmen coming in and asking how they can invest. There were some people who came and tried to do things. 
I mean the Agha Khan, came and built a beautiful hotel that has been attacked twice now. It is not easy to do work 
there. In Afghanistan, people didn't understand that nobody has to come to Afghanistan to do business. Even 
though they are very good at trading and business on a certain level, they are not good at production. 

As far as oil and gas go, the Russians went away and took their plants and never gave them back. That could have 
sped things up a lot. That was another issue NSC not looki at the nal that I always brought up. I 
have regional experience. Afghanis tan has 
always been a part of Cen Asia. There on ur, who defended the 
Mongol dynasty came from Central Asia. He came down to Kabul and is buried in Kabul. There are all of these ties 
that they all know. Several millions of people in Northern Afghanistan came from Central Asia came in when the 
Russian Empire drove them south. Yes, they are connected to Pakistan and India, but they are just as connected to 
Central Asia. The Tajiks on both sides of the border are the same people and are related to one another. They speak 
the same language. The Tajiks in Tajikistan said that Afghanistan is 100 years behind us. 

[We never fo lded in the regional partners] because of the stupid maps that we draw and because we folded 
istan into South Asia. Central Asia is different and holdover from the Soviet men tali 
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(b )(3), (b )(6), (b )(7)(C) 

ou 
can speak Russian, Azeri or Turkish. It took a long time because they still think that way. This is true all across 
Central Asia - we think of it as a Russian world. 

Follow-up 

You should talk to: 

• 
I 
I 
I 
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